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This reserved matters application has been prepared for the 
second phase of Ashmere as defined in the approved Area 
Masterplan. The Area Master Plan and Design Code refers 
to Ashmere, which forms the western part of Whitecliffe 
(Eastern Quarry).

The submission extends to approximately 5.01 ha and 
comprises the central west section of the existing chalk 
quarry. 

Ashmere Phase 2 comprises of 235 dwellings and 
associated infrastructure, including roads and surface water 
attenuation.   

Phase 2 follows the successful grant of planning permission 
for the Ashmere Phase 1 reserved matters proposals in April 
2020. 

The second phase of Ashmere has been designed in 
accordance with the approved Area Masterplan and Design 
Code which establish the design principles and standards 
to secure the physical delivery of the design vision and to 
create a desirable and sustainable neighbourhood for the 
new Healthy Garden City at Ebbsfleet.

ReseRved Mat teRs application of phase 2



• 235 new homes including 158 houses, 8 FOGs and 
69 apartments. All homes comply with the Nationally 
Described Space Standards and incorporate adequate 
desk spaces and study areas

• 93% of all dwellings are M4(2) compliant, exceeding 
the minimum requirement which stipulates 90% of the 
homes are to be M4(2) compliant.

• 25% Affordable housing provided - as per AMP and 
Outline consent

The proposed site plan shown opposite has been designed 
in accordance with the AMP parameters described in the 
Design and Access Statement. 

The garden city concept is fundamental to the 
development of this phase, which provides direct access to 
open space and landscape to promote a healthy, safe and 
sustainable lifestyle for residents. 

While much of the open space infrastructure lies outside 
of the phase boundary, it introduces the Neighbourhood 
Green West to provide a focus for community life, social 
interaction and exercise.  Phase 2 also continues some of 
the areas established in phase 1. 

Phase 2 extends the secondary street from phase 1 down to 
connect to the fastrack following the same principles and 
introduces strong marker buildings at key junctions along 
its route to break up and create incident along the major 
infrastructure route.

Phase 2 further nurtures the themes of farmland character 
developed in phase 1 and completes the western frontage 
down to the fastrack. These include the tertiary street, 
farmstead and lanes concepts that continue from phase 1 as 
well as introduce a new cliff-side living typology along the 
fastrack which is inspired by the adjacent cliff-face. 

The phase marks the first frontage onto the fast-track route 
at the south of the scheme and creates a gateway into the 
Area Masterplan when entering on fastrack from the west. 

The phase also introduces the first section of the masterplan 
that sits within the urban character area of the masterplan 
to the east of the secondary street with a new tertiary 
street, urban mews area and grand houses around the 
neighbourhood green. 

pRoposed site layout in accoRdance with aMp
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Key

Private Sale

Shared Ownership

Mixed Shared Ownership & Private

Affordable 

Tenure split
Private = 176 (74.9%)
Shared Ownership = 47 (20%)
Affordable = 12 (5.1%)

In total 25% affordable housing is provided 
within this phase, as per the AMP and outline 
consent.

Of the affordable housing to be provided, 80% 
is to be delivered as shared ownership, and 20% 
delivered as affordable rent which compliant 
with the AMP’s proposed tenure split.

Key

2B4P House 2 storey

3B5P House 2 storey

3B6P House 3 storey

3B6P House 2 storey

4B7P House 3 storey

4B8P House 3 storey

4B7P House 2 storey

2B4P FOG

1B2P & 2B4P Flats

Unit Type Private Affordable Total

1B 2P Flat 8 9 17

2B 4P Flat 39 13 52

2B 4P Fog 4 4 8

2B 4P House 7 28 35

3B 5P House 17 5 22

3B 6P House 64 0 64

4B 7P House 30 0 30

4B 8P House 7 0 7

Total 176 59 235

housing Mix and tenuRe



The western boundary of the site has a direct interface with 
the wider landscape public open space proposed along 
the cliff edge. This part of the public open space contains 
linear swales, retained existing trees (where possible), 
native tree planting, and wetland planting to create a 
very informal naturalistic environment with wildlife and 
biodiversity opportunities. A lane street typology along 
the western boundary presents an informal streetscape 
with a greater degree of soft landscaping and tree planting 
to help integrate the development into the adjacent POS 
landscape. 

There are 2no. green links extending from within the 
residential area in the Farmland Heritage and the Cliffside 
Living areas to the western public open space, to provide 
both physical and visual connectivity to the open space 
from within. 

Further east, a visual and physical connection is created 
linking the Neighbourhood Green, along a tertiary street 
to the western edge public open space and existing 
chalk cliffs. The views of the chalk cliff from within the 
Neighbourhood Green is preserved through hard and soft 
landscape design. A footpath link extending from Urban 
Mews within the Urban Ashmere area linking Secondary 
Street provides physical connectivity to the street. 

A series of seating and play on the way opportunities are 
provided for the pedestrian and green connections within 
the site.

To the south-eastern corner of Phase 2, a pedestrian ‘node’ 
is marked with ‘gateway’ tree planting, shrub planting and 
block pavers, allowing pedestrian priorities and permeability 
to the Village Green from within Phase 2.

pRoposed landscape MasteRplan
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Infrastructure provision for 
individual EV charging points 
to each dwelling.

7 (10%)  EV charging points to 
the apartment blocks

Car Club parking space with 
EV Charging Point
(min 1 per phase)

Circuit provided 
throughout for future 
charging points

pRoposed electRic vehicle chaRging point pRovision and caR club

Key

pRoposed sustainabilit y MoveMent pRinciples

Key

Cycle routes

Pedestrian links

With the provision of numerous clearly defined 
pedestrial and cycle routes, the site is very well 
connected to the surrounding cliffs, fastrack and 
wider masterplan. 

Primary cycle and pedestrian routes are running 
along Fastrack, Secondary Street , Urban Tertiary 
Street and Western Edge. Secondary links enable the 
connection of the main routes and the direct access 
to the cliffside. 



Parking has been carefully integrated to minimise 
impact both for the apartments and the houses. For the 
apartments, cars are located beneath apartments as much 
as possible  or within well overlooked parking courts that 
are enclosed by tall eye-level hedges. Parking rows are 
frequently disrupted by landscaping. 

The car parking strategy for the houses secures high levels 
of allocated on plot parking, set between dwellings and 
behind the building line, in order to reduce the impact of 
parking on the public realm within the development. 

Bespoke parking solutions have been applied in order to 
appropriately respond to the different character areas and 
typology requirements, with the aim of enhancing the 
public realm and maximizing landscaped areas as much as 
possible.

Provision of electric car charging points is in line with the 
approved Parking Management Plan. Future-proofing has 
been carefully considered in order to ensure compatibility 
with the advancing electric car technology.

The following pages summarise the car parking provision 
across the different character areas of the site for both 
allocated and unallocated visitor spaces across the site. 

The proposed site layout also incorporated the required 
number of van parking spaces as set out in the Parking 
Management Plan and additionally introduces car club 
spaces to promote car sharing facilities.

The target parking provision described on the following 
pages has been calculated based on the proposed 
accommodation of 1,2,3 or 4 bed dwellings, following the 
requirements of the Eastern Quarry Parking Management 
Plan. An extract of these requirements is attached in the 
bottom right corner of this page. 

The scheme layout has been subject to a Road Safety Audit 
which did not raise concerns about location of parking 
spaces.

Extract from Parking Management Plan - Parking provision 
residential (page 22)

pRoposed paRKing stRategy

Key

           Mixed on plot and on frontage allocated parking

           On plot allocated parking

           Apartments courtyard allocated parking

Key

         On plot allocated parking

         On frontage allocated parking

         Garage allocated parking

         Undercroft allocated parking

Courtyard allocated parking

On street visitor parking

On street car club parking

On street van parking

Motorcycle Parking

Active EVCP locations

Overall allOcated parking prOvisiOn

on fRontage paRKing 36 spaces:  10%

on plot paRKing  248 spaces:  69%

apaRtMents paRKing couRt  77 spaces:  21%

oveRall MotoRcycle paRKing   7 spaces

oveRall visitoR paRKing pRovision  19%

oveRall van paRKing pRovision  5% 

7 active electRical vehicle chaRging points 



The design response, in line with the AMP narrative, 
is to break down in formality as the development 
moves towards the Green Edge from the Secondary 
Road. 
The Farmland thus contains 4 distinct but coherent 
character variations in order to break down the 
formality accross the site, identified as the Secondary, 
Tertiary, Farmstead and Green Edge, enclosed from 
the south with the new ‘Cliffside Living’ narrative.

Through design evolution and a review with the 
LPA, the design team concluded that introducing a 
taller element on the main corner of the Masterplan 
which marks arrival via the Fastrack was a more 
appropriate design approach. The predominant 
apartment building typology in this location will 

Cliffside Living Urban Ashmere - Neighbourhood GreenFarmland Heritage - Farmstead

Farmland Heritage - Secondary Urban Ashmere - Tertiary RoadFarmland Heritage - Lanes

Farmland Heritage - Tertiary Urban Ashmere - Urban Mews

pRoposed chaRacteR aReas in accoRdance with aMp

Overlaid on the proposed layout are the Character 
areas as defined in the AMP. These include the 
Farmland and Urban Ashmere areas. The important 
subdivision within the Farmland area is the ‘Cliffside 
Living’ which is indicated separately on the diagram 
on the right of the page. With the Fastrack fronted 
by apartment buildings that identify a gateway, the 
remaining portion of the Farmland and the Urban 
Ashmere character areas consist of 2 and 3 storey 
housing. 

The Farmland Character Area, excluding the ‘Cliffside 
Living’ , continues the concepts established by phase 
1. The Urban Ashmere Character Area consists of 
unique typologies which respond to the Design 
Code principles.

Farmland Heritage

Urban Ashmere

Fastrack

Main Entrance

Western 
Edge

Neighbourhood
Green

Central 
Village 
Green

provide a marker and feature building at the 
entrance to the site on the Fastrack route and 
is appropriate given its relationship fronting 
onto the open space. 
The introduction of the Cliffside living 
character area was discussed and agreed 
with the planning officers that this would be 
appropriate for this key corner. 

Urban Ashmere is divided further into the 
Neighbourhood Green - a formal area, Tertiary 
Road, which defines the edge to the urban 
block and the Urban Mews, the least formal, 
most community driven area. All the above are 
developed to AMP requirements. 



The Neighbourhood Green area responds to the AMP requirement 
for Neighbourhood Green West. 

The Neighbourhood Green terminates a visual and pedestrian 
link with the cliffs to the west, with the arrival to the Green being 
marked with the Arrival square. The architectural expression of the 
houses surrounding the Green is formal, with larger than average 
4 and 3 bedroom properties.

The design concept for this area has been developed in close 
cooperation with the Landscape Architects in order to create a 
fully coordinated proposal of a formal green square. 

The Neighbourhood Green is enclosed by the continuous 
frontage established by the terraced 4bed typologies running 
along the south and west sides of the publis space which provides 
a variety of functions including open lawn space, playspace, 
opportunity for community planting and growing and informal 
boules court.

Strong primary frontage is defined by the 3 story volume and the 
secondary frontage steps back and down to one storey. 
Key corners are activated to provide natural surveilance and views 
along movement routes.
 

uRban ashMeRe chaRacteR aRea - neighbouRhood gReen

Neighbourhood Green4 Bed 1 storey element

Active Corners & Gatehouses

Pedestrian/cycle green link4 Bed 3 storey element

4 Bed 2 storey element



Play Area

Community Boules court

Community planters

Arrival Square

Open mown lawn area

Perimeter path 2m wide

Planting defining the park edges and 

creating a sense of enclosure

South western cut through

Pergola walkway

the neighbouRhood gReen
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The Neighbourhood Green takes its inspiration from 
historical Kent landscapes through formality, spatial layout 
and planting materials. The design creates a series of formal 
spaces laid out like rooms, classically framed by an outer 
perimeter path that binds everything together and provides 
the opportunity for people to enjoy a relaxed stroll. 

The park is divided into different spaces that each provide 
a different function for the local community. A large grass 
lawn creates the simplest and most usable space of all, a 
place to sit, to read or just to lie down in the sunshine. 

The play area reflects the formal garden surroundings of the 
neighbourhood green it is situated in and creates a space 
for young children, with a variety of play equipment set 
within a mini maze of dense clipped planting.This allows 
imaginative games to take place and provides shelter to 
children to feel secure whilst having fun. 

The community area consists of a formal hard plaza with 
benches and planting, connected to a hard space area with 
a boules court and community self grow planters.

 Through the centre of the site is a promenade aligned with 
a view corridor that runs through the adjacent housing 
parcel and in the direction of the cliffs to the west. This 
promenade is framed with timber pergolas that will be 
planted with climbing hops, creating a focal point, a human 
scale and a shelter within the park that provides a reference 
to the historical Kent Landscapes.

LEGEND

Community Boules 
courts

Access

Play area

Arrival Square

Movement routes

Border planting

Central walkway

Feature trees

Formal lawn



The Urban Tertiary Street responds to AMP requirement for a 
terrace type provision within the Urban Ashmere Area. 

It distinguishes itself in character through the assymetrical 
roof-scape which breaks the formality of the built form 
and steps down from the taller elements to the 2 storey 
dwellings. The playful rhythm of the roofs sit in contrast with 
the Secondary Street, reinforcing the distinction between 
character areas.
 
The frontage of this edge follows the Linear frontage 
principles from AMP, with a regular rhythm of subtle 
recesses to add interest along the length of the terrace. 
It is executed by a rhythm of 2 storey terraced properties, 
broken with 3 storey marker buildings on the corners of 
mews access and with 3 storey book-ends of east-west 
terrace. Therefore, the Tertiary Street provides a well-
defined edge to the Mews area with well-defined breaks 
that provide pedestrian, cycle and vehicular access into the 
mews. The marker buildings receive their own treatment of 
key corner frontages.

Urban Tertiary Road follows the AMP principles for this type 
of the road. There is an on plot parking with additional 
spaces for the visitors located nearby. This road services the 
properties along for refuse and fire access. There are several 
ramps along the tertiary road, acting as traffic calming 
measures and anchors.

uRban ashMeRe chaRacteR aRea - teRtiaRy stReet

Active Corners End of Terrace 

4 Bed 3 storey detached element

3 Bed 2 storey terraced element

Active Corner Gatehouses



The Urban Mews responds to the AMP requirement for a 
tighter urban grain to create enclosure and limit vehicular 
traffic along the Neighbourhood Green. 

The Urban Mews also responds to the requirements for a 
contemporary mews within the Urban Ashmere Character 
Area, with more orthogonal, dense urban fabric. 

The detached marker buildings step forward to provide a 
well-defined edge to the Mews area. 
They announce clear breaks that provide pedestrian and 
cycle connections to the Secondary Street to the west, the 
Neighbourhood Green to the North and Urban Tertiary 
Street to the East. 

The limits of the Urban mews are signalled by the 2 storey 
gateways along these 3 key spaces it connects with.

The houses front directly onto the street to ensure natural 
surveillance and a clear street rhythm is created by 2 storey 
terraced properties, broken with 2 storey marker buildings 
on the corners of mews. 

On plot parking is accommodated wherever possible and a 
shared surface approach is proposed.  The design allows for 
landscaped build-outs with integrated seating in order to 
allow moments of spontaneous gathering for residents of
the street and foster neighbourliness.

uRban ashMeRe chaRacteR aRea - uRban Mews

Detached 2 storey

Semi-detached 2 storey

Active Corners & Gatehouses

Terraced 2 storey Buildings terminating views



The secondary street proposes a range of 3 and 4 bed 
dwellings houses. Three storey gable fronted massing is 
proposed to address the formal nature of this street. 

The use of both twin (semi-detached) and single (detached/
linked detached) house types are used to create a subtle 
variation in the formal rhythm. 

Single gable fronted massing is proposed for typologies 
that act as the gatehouses to the farmstead, and for corner 
typologies fronting both the Secondary and Tertiary streets. 

Both sides of the Secondary road have been strategically set 
out to ensure that key buildings can both act to terminate 
views from the cliff edge landscape and also generate 
methods of pause and wayfinding in the street scene to 
encourage a glance towards the cliff face.  

The street layout, landscaping, lighting, trees location and 
specimen selection has been developed by a coordinated 
approach of the Architects, Engineers and Landscape 
Architects to ensure a working, attractive and pedestrian 
friendly solution for this important street. 

Service runs, lighting fixtures and mature canopy spreads of 
the trees has been taken into account from the early stage 
of the design. 

faRMland heRitage chaRacteR aRea - secondaRy st

Semi-detached Gateway

Detached & Linked 

Accent Buildings

Active Corner



At the heart of the farmstead is a shared community space as 
identified on the diagram. This space has been designed with 
a key focal tree and lawn with shrub planting and can be seen 
in detail in the landscape section of the Design and Access 
Statement.  The space is defined by a barn yard perimiter wall, on 
which the built form sits above. 

In line with the Farmstead block type, the arrangement of 
buildings and form has been done so to reflect the traditional 
nature of a barnyard cluster. The gable forms highlighted in 
red have been placed to terminate key views, mark routes and 
address the communal space. To the side of these buildings, semi-
detached and terraced forms, with traditional front to back roofs, 
reflect the nature of traditional barn buildings.

The farmstead arrangement provides for a desired minor, local 
pedestrian and cycle connection to the cliff edge landscape and 
also provides views to the cliffs from within the block. Along this 
route key buildings act as wayfinding markers, not only from 
within the block, but around the perimeter.

The famstead is in accordance with the AMP in regards to the 
mews typology and farmstead block types and their response 
to carriageway widths and parking arrangements. Providing on 
plot parking and secure refuse and cycle storage within the rear 
garden, all parking spaces have been designed in accordance with 
the diagrams shown in the Parking Management Plan.

faRMland heRitage chaRacteR aRea - faRMstead

Shared Communal Space Building to terminate views

Gable Marker Buildings Views and route from cliffs 

and Secondary Road
Barns



Breaking down into a loose organic arrangement, the green 
lanes seek to use a range of building massing types, with 
varying heights, in both detached and semi-detached 
formats, and the stepped organic frontage line will further 
lift the organic nature of this edge. 

In line with the Farmstead block type outlined above and in 
the AMP, the buildings highlighted with a red dashed line, 
mark the corner and gatehouse typologies.  

The use of stepped linked detached and semi-detached 
buildings adds to the organic requirement of this edge. 
Furthermore, the pairing of car ports (not used elsewhere), 
provides an alternative arrangement to further strenghten 
this concept. 

This, along with the organic shared surface and organic 
defensible spaces define this approach as a successful 
treatment to front the cliff edge landscape and Ashmere 
Loop leisure route.  

The setting out used for the Lane is in accordance with the 
AMP, providing the required shared surface carriageway 
for pedestrian, cyclist and vehicle movement, and organic 
planted defensible space. 

faRMland heRitage chaRacteR aRea - the lanes

Detached 3 storey Semi-detached - 3 storey

Active Corners & GatehousesSemi-detached 2 storey



The junction between the Fastrack route and the western edge 
marks a strategic gateway in the masterplan. The entrance into 
Ashmere along fastrack from this direction should be marked and 
has been expressed by locating a taller building on this corner. 

The Farmland character area provides little precedent for taller 
buildings and so we have responded to the rural character of the 
chalk cliffs to provide inspiration. The new character and spatial 
typology has been supported by officers during pre-application 
discussions.

The ‘Cliffside Living’ - Apartment Blocks Character area is a 
linear form, sweeping along the Fasttrack and containing of 3 
Apartment Blocks. The frontage line is subtly stepping to reflect 
the ruggedness of the cliff face and add interest to a long stretch 
of the Fastrack. Each step in massing is defined by a change in the 
material as well. 

Carefull consideration has been given to the spaces between the 
buildings. These frontages create recessed “Gateway Frontages” 
flanking the green break spaces. 

The ‘Pocket Park’ provides an informal green space, enhancing 
social interactions within this neighbourhood. The mews street 
is a cul-de-sac shared surface, providing vehicular access to the 
houses and apartments only, but no through-route. 

cliff-side living chaRacteR aRea - fastRacK

Pocket Park

5/6 Storey Corner4 Storey Blocks

Gabled 4 Storey Accent

3 Storey FOG

Active Corners 

Landscaped Parking Courts






